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ate Forest Commission, 6 Beacon Street,
Boston, Jan. 4, 1916.

To the General Court of Massachusetts
In accordance with the provisions of chapter 41, Resolves of

1915, the State Forest Commission herewith submits the fol-
lowing report upon the advisability of establishing a State park
or forestry reserve at Mount Grace, in the town of Warwick.

Respectfully submitted,

HAROLD PARKER,
HARVEY N. SHEPARD,
F. W. RANE,

C6e Commontuealtfi of

State Forest Commission.



REPORT OF THE STATE FOREST COMMISSION
relative to the proposed acquisi-
tion OF MOUNT GRACE AS A FOREST
RESERVATION. 1

.

In the matter of the investigation relative to a forest reserva-
tion at Mount Grace, in the town of Warwick, as directed bythe General Court m the following resolve, “the state forest
commission is hereby directed to investigate the advisability ofestablishing a state park or forestry reserve at Mount Grace
in the town of Warwick, and also to investigate such othermatters in connection therewith as it may deem important, andto report to the next general court, on or before the secondTuesday of January, the results of its investigation, with such
recommendations as the commission may deem expedient,” werespectfully report that Mount Grace, with an elevation of
1,620 feet, lies in the northwest portion of Warwick township,Franklin County, the southern end of the mountain being con-tiguous to Warwick village. The mountain constitutes thehighest point of land in its vicinity, is entirely surrounded byhighways suitable for teams or automobiles, and therefore isaccessible readily from all directions. The proposed reservation

consists of a block of land 3 miles long, from \to widecomprising 1,728 acres.
With the exception of the west slopes of the southern end ofthe mountain, where rocky conditions obtain, the soil covering

is sufficient in quantity and quality to support an excellent treegrowth. The predominating growth at present is of mixedhardwoods, ranging from young sprouts to trees 30 inches indiameter. The white pines on various parts of the area are of
good quality, and range in size from seedlings up to trees of27 inches in diameter. There also is a heavy white pine re-

maps referred to have been filed in the office of the clerk of the House of Representat
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production, 5 inches and under, of a thrifty nature, on various
portions of the mountain, covering a considerable area. Of the
whole 1,728 acres only 1,287 in 17 parcels are now open for
purchase, and the price asked or estimated is $60,200, an ap-
proximate excess of the selling price over the assessed valuation
of $36,411. The area remaining, after deducting the area open
for purchase from the whole proposed reservation, is for the
most part open pasture, orchards and cultivated farm land, and
in use as such at the present time. The prices asked by the
owners appear excessive, but we are of the opinion that such is
not the fact. As often is the case, the assessed value of wood-
land property is not its real value. There are on the Mount
Grace lands several million feet board measure of good quality
lumber, besides a good amount of chestnut suitable for poles
and ties, easily accessible, mature and ready for cutting. It
is because of the fact that good present and future values obtain
on the lands that several of the owners do not care particularly
about selling.

Our investigation also assures us that, if the larger portion
of the hardwood growth should be removed and the area
planted to pines, the resulting forest will yield to the Com-
monwealth a large revenue, as natural conditions are excellent
for the production of heavy stands of pine.

There are not many streams having feeders on the mountain,
and these are small, but their maintenance depends upon keep-
ing the mountain covered by a forest.

It appears from our investigation that, while much of the
proposed area can be obtained by purchase, certain parcels,
essential to a well-organized forest, can be acquired only by
the right of eminent domain; and if this area is to be obtained
by the Commonwealth this right should be given to this com-
mission;

We believe that the mountain, if acquired, will be of much
benefit to the people of the community in that portion of the
State, and will be visited by large numbers because of its
important scenic position; and we believe, also, that a State
forest can be administered properly from a commercial stand-
point and still afford every opportunity for recreation and
pleasure, and that such a forest at the prices named will be
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profitable to the Commonwealth. Since the acquisition ofthis area is not within the purpose of the act establishing thiscommission, as the land is not wild or unproductive, a specialappropriation will be necessary if the Commonwealth is to
enter upon this project. In case of a purchase by the Com-
monwealth for a forest reservation, an appropriation of $lO,OOOalso v, ill be essential for the operating expenses in the beginning.

To the State Forest Commission, 6 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen: In compliance with your instructions, an in-vestigation of the Mount Grace lands was made during June,1915, the results of which are hereby respectfully submitted for

your consideration.
Frank L. Haynes,

Forest Examiner.

Location.
Mount Grace, an elevation of 1,620 feet, lies in the northwest

part of Warwick township (Franklin County), the southern endof the mountain being contiguous to Warwick village. The
mountain constitutes the highest point of land in its vicinity, is
entirely surrounded by highways suitable for teams or automo-
biles, and is therefore readily accessible from all directions.

Area
The proposed Mount Grace Reservation consists of a block of

land .3 miles long, from j to lj miles wide, comprising a total
of 1,728 acres as measured by planimeter from the United States
Government Topographical Sheet No. 13.

Topography.
The topography is shown on the submitted blue print.

Soils.

REPORT ON THE MOUNT GRACE LANDS,

The soils lun from light and medium sandy loams on the flats
and more open areas to heavier black loams on the mountain
sides. With the exception of the west slopes of the southern end
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of the mountain, where very rocky conditions obtain, the soil
covering is of sufficient quantity and quality to support an
excellent tree growth.

Forest Cover.
The following species are found on the Mount Grace land

Hardwoods:
Maple (soft; hard)
Chestnut.
Oak (red; white, small quantity).
Birch (white; gray; yellow and black, small quantities).
Poplar (small quantities).
Basswood (small quantities)
Beech (small quantities).
Hickory (small quantities).
Ash (small quantities).
Ironwood (small quantities).

Conifers
White pine.
Hemlock.

The predominating growth is one of mixed hardwoods, ranging
from young sprouts to trees 30 inches in diameter. The white
pine occurs on various parts of the area, either scattered or in
nearly pure small stands, is of excellent growth and quality, and
constitutes in total the most valuable growth found on the
mountain. The pine ranges in size from seedlings up to trees of
27 inches in diameter. There is a large amount of heavy white
pine reproduction 5 inches and under, of a thrifty nature, coming
along on various parts of the mountain, and covering in total
a considerable area. The approximate growth distributed is
shown on the submitted blue prints.

Ownership and Prices.
The following list gives the names of the landowners on Mount

Grace, the size of their holdings as given by them or taken from
the town report, and the prices the owners will sell for in case
the Commonwealth decides to purchase. In some cases it has
been necessary to estimate the figure that it is believed certain
owners would expect to receive, for the reason that the owners
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themselves would not set any price at this time. On the sub-nntrec )ue print the separate parcels of land are designated bye er, each letter denoting an owner, as follows:

Q
R

Nun

Tot
Av

On account of some
of an owner’s holdings
figures are not strictly
figures and by figurin

of the mountain land being but
and not assessed separately, the

correct in every case. By taking
: on a per acre basis where nece

following amounts were derived

tax book
isary, the

a portion

following
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Parcels - Tax, l9M-

A and H > $8,864 00 $l4O 05
B 600 00 9 48
D 650 00 10 27
E 800 00 12 64
F 5,100 00 80 58
G 1,600 00 25 28
J 250 00 3 95
K 600 00 9 48
L 500 00 7 90
M 1,425 00 22 52
N 800 00 12 64

o 500 00 7 90
P 200 00 3 16

Q 1,500 00 23 70
S 400 00 6 32

Total $23,789 00 $375 87

Tax rate in 1914-15, 515.80.
Approximate excess selling price over assessed valuations in total, 536,411.
Excess selling price for separate parcels ranges from 1% to times assessed values.
Average per acre assessed value, 518.48.
Average selling price, 546.78.

The area remaining after deducting the total land area open
for purchase from the total proposed reserve area equals 399
acres, which for the most part consists of open pasture, orchard and
cultivated farm land, and is in use as such at the present time.
From this 399 acres there are about 70 acres that could probably
be added to the reserve area in case the Commonwealth desires
to purchase. The owners of the open farm and pasture land are
as follows

N. S. Hoagland, Tyngsborough.
A. H. Barber, Warwick.

William H. Read, Warwick.
Ludwig Nordstedt, Warwick
Charles Williams, Warwick.
C. E. Bass, Warwick.

A. F. Thompson, Warwick
F. B. Lincoln, Warwick.
Mrs. Brickncll, Warwick.
A. F. Wheeler, Warwick.

E. E. Batohelder, Warwick.
Adolph Lundgren, Warwick

The taxes received by the town of Warwick each year on the
total Mount Grace area are between S5OO and $6OO.
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All agi cements in connection with possible future land pur-chase of the Mount Grace lands were verbal. With one or two
exceptions the several landowners did not care to sell their lands,piefening to hold them for their own uses.

Stumpage Values
The average stumpage value of mixed hardwoods of lumber

size in the section under consideration is about |4 per M. Good
oak and ash have a higher value than this, but there is only asmall amount of these species on the mountain. Good chestnut,
of which there is considerable, is worth from $4 to $8 per M
stumpage when market conditions are right. At the present
time, however, the market for this species is unsatisfactory.
White pine has a stumpage value of S 8 per M where fairly ac-
cessible. Hemlock is also $8 per M. Cordwood in this section
has little value, as there is but a negligible local demand, and
the hauling distance to railroad or large consuming center is too
great to allow operating to be carried on at a satisfactory profit.

Comment on Selling Prices of Separate Parcels.
On the whole, the prices asked by the owners, or the prices

estimated at which the owners will sell, are not considered ex-
cessive, regardless of the fact that in some cases they run as
much as eight to nine times the amount of assessed valuation.
As is often the case the assessed value of the woodland propertyis no indicator of its real value. There are on the Mount Grace
lands several million feet board measure of good quality lumber,besides a good amount of chestnut suitable for poles and ties,
easily accessible, mature and ready for cutting.

On parcels marked F on the plan, and owned by the WilliamsBrothers, there stand at the present time several hundred thou-
sand feet board measure of white pine, constituting as fine a growth
of this species of tree as can be found in the entire State, and,besides, a large amount of excellent mature chestnut and other
hardwoods. Because of this lumber value being present and
tangible, the seemingly high figure listed is not considered un-
reasonable.

On parcels A and H, owned by the New England Box Com-
pany, there is a large amount of mature pine and chestnut readyfor cutting, and also a large amount of thrifty, medium-sizedpine which has a good prospective value for the owners.
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It is because of the fact that good present and future values
obtain on the Mount Grace lands that several of the owners do
not care particularly about selling.

Forestry Practice.
The main problem to contend with in connection with possible

future forestry practice on the Mount Grace lands is the removal
of the piedominating hardwood growth at a profit. Under
present conditions and hardwood values this is a hard thing to
do unless conifers and hardwoods are cut together on a fairly
large scale, and by the carrying on of operations that really
amount to clear cutting. With the major part of the hardwood
growth removed, and the area placed on a large pine production
basis, there is every reason to believe that forestry practice will
pay the Commonwealth, and in the necessary length of time will
yield a large revenue. Natural conditions in the Mount Grace
section are excellent for the production of heavy stands of pine.

Hauling Distances and Mills.
The hauling distance from the Mount Grace lands to the

railroad is from 6 to 8 miles. There is one small sawmill in
Warwick owned by Charles Williams, and a large mill, owned by
the New England Box Company, is located at Winchester, N. H.,
a 6 to 8 mile haul.

Watershed and Streams.
Mount Grace as a watershed is of negligible importance. As

shown on the topography print there are a few small streams
having feeders on Mount Grace, most of which during June, 1915,
showed dry beds. The feeders on the east side of the mountain
run into Mountain Brook, which in turn flows north into New
Hampshire. Small feeders on the southwest end of the mountain
run into Grace Brook, a small stream which flows into Lake
Moore and in turn empties into Millers River at Wendell Depot.

Remarks.
1. Providing the Mount Grace lands are purchased and placed

under the supervision of the State Department of Forestry, it will
be necessary for the department to make arrangements for cutting
and selling several hundred thousand feet of mature pine and
chestnut. This must be done as soon as possible after purchase,
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especialiy in connection with the chestnut growth, for the reason10 C. estnut flight is present throughout the area, and manylets aie in a dead or dying condition at the present time. Theva ue of these trees for lumber is not destroyed in case they arecut and used in the near future.
- In case the State buys the property and carries on itsown operating, it will be necessary to install a mill on the moun-tain, with the necessary crew for operating purposes, and anappropriation would have to be made to carry on the work. Asum of 110,000 would be essential. In case the State did notcare to carry on such operations it is probable that it could beone under the department’s supervision by some private con-cern.

3. In view of the fact that the purchase price per acre or intotal is high on account of the standing timber, it would bepossible to purchase the Mount Grace lands after most of thetimber has been cut. This method of land acquisition would bemuch slower in operation, but would reduce purchase prices byseveral thousand dollars.
1. It would perhaps be possible to make arrangements withthe owners holding merchantable timber to have the same cutaccording to forestry principles, under the supervision of thisdepartment, the owners to receive all profits from such timber,and then to sell the land minus the merchantable timber to theCommonwealth. This would reduce the purchase price byseveral thousands of dollars.

5. The present forest-fire observation station on Mount Gracestands on part of a 145-acre tract of land belonging to CharlesWilliams, which can be purchased with the right of way priv-ileges for about $2O per acre, with a small tract of pine excluded.
Oct. 18, 1915.




